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FROM RICHARD OWEN (London Times)
IN ROME

AN ITALIAN supermarket that offered 20 per cent discounts to the over-60s has discovered the flaw in the scheme: resourceful and unscrupulous grandmothers have been hiring themselves out to shoppers who are under 60 but still like the idea of a discount on their grocery bill.

The management of the supermarket in Udine, near Venice, was surprised and delighted by the "unimaginable success" of its scheme. The "senior citizens discount" produced a 40 per cent surge in takings, making Udine, a medieval town hitherto best known for its Tiepolo frescoes, a mecca for elderly shoppers.
“Catalog retailers play this game. An old trick is to send out catalogs that sell identical goods except at different prices. The unlucky consumers who live in a more free-spending zip code may see only the higher prices. Victoria’s Secret has used these tactics. Staples brazenly sends out different office supply catalogs with different prices to the same customers. The price-sensitive buyers know which to buy from. The inattentive ones pay extra.”
